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AD HOC NETWORKS: Technologies and ProtocolsSpringer, 2004
Wireless mobile networks and devices are becoming increasingly popular as
they provide users access to information and communication anytime and anywhere.
Conventional wireless mobile communications are usually supported
by a wired fixed infrastructure. A mobile device would use a single-hop wireless
radio communication to...

		

Business Services Orchestration: The Hypertier of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2003
Business Services Orchestration (BSO) is a new, unique, far-reaching industry technology encompassing the art of harmoniously organizing the interactions between business services. These business services may represent internal business processes of organizations. Integration of many of these internal legacy, custom, and COTS applications may,...


		

Cloud Computing, A Practical ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009
"The promise of cloud computing is here. These pages provide the 'eyes wide open' insights you need to transform your business." --Christopher Crowhurst, Vice President, Strategic Technology, Thomson Reuters

A Down-to-Earth Guide to Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach provides...






		

Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for Dependable ApplicationsSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for  Dependable Applications, presents a variety of specific  approaches to achieving dependability at the application level. Driven  by the higher level fault models of Models and Frameworks for  Dependable Systems, and built on the lower level abstractions  implemented in a third companion book...

		

VMware ESX and ESXi in the Enterprise: Planning Deployment of Virtualization Servers (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Edward L. Haletky’s Complete, Solutions-Focused Guide to Running ESX Server 3.5, vSphere, and VMware 4.x


	 


	Extensively updated and revised, this is the definitive real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing VMware ESX Server 3.5,...


		

Risk and Interdependencies in Critical Infrastructures: A Guideline for Analysis (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2012

	Today’s society is completely dependent on critical networks such as  water supply, sewage, electricity, ICT and transportation. Risk and vulnerability analyses are needed to grasp the impact of threats and hazards. However, these become quite complex as there are strong interdependencies both within and between infrastructure...






		

Ageing and Life Extension of Offshore Structures: The Challenge of Managing Structural IntegrityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	A comprehensive overview of managing and assessing safety and functionality of ageing offshore structures and pipelines

	A significant proportion, estimated at over 50%, of the worldwide infrastructure of offshore structures is in a life extension phase and is vulnerable to ageing processes. This book captures the central...


		

Source Code China: The New Global Hub of IT (Information Technology) OutsourcingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Source Code China
The New Global Hub of IT Outsourcing    

Welcome to the new technology outsourcing services industry reality: China!     

The factors that point to a country's potential and success as an outsourcing destination inevitably lead to the one country that is rapidly becoming the new hub for IT...


		

Foundations of Dependable Computing: Models and Frameworks for Dependable SystemsSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: Models and Frameworks  for Dependable Systems presents two comprehensive frameworks  for reasoning about system dependability, thereby establishing a  context for understanding the roles played by specific approaches  presented in this book's two companion volumes. It then explores the  range of models and...





		

Voice over IP Fundamentals (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
A systematic approach to understanding the basics of Voice over IP

* Understand the basics of PSTN services and IP signaling protocols, including SS7
* Learn how VoIP can run the same applications as the existing telephony system, but in a more cost-efficient and scalable manner
* Delve into such VoIP topics as jitter,...


		

Active and Programmable Networks for Adaptive Architectures and ServicesAuerbach Publications, 2006
New applications such as video conferencing, video on demand, multimedia transcoders, Voice-over-IP (VoIP), intrusion detection, distributed collaboration, and intranet security require advanced functionality from networks beyond simple forwarding congestion control techniques. Examples of advanced functionality include self-reconfiguration,...

		

Voice Over IP Crash CourseMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Recent advances in VoIP (Voice over IP) technology have made it the solution of choice for voice service because of its low cost and increased reliability. Voice Over IP Crash Course offers practical technology coverage, while discussing the business, strategic and competitive implications of VoIP deployment in corporations. The book also...
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